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Cooking games are a fun genre. Very few let you cook something. However, you get elements of arcade, simulation, puzzle, and strategy in most titles. The most popular games of this genre revolve around running restaurants, putting dishes together, and serving customers. They can be quite relaxing and most games are played for a good long time. In any
case, we think we've found a pretty good mix of games for this list. Here are the best cooking games for Android! In addition to being fun, most of these games are also child friendly. Related:15 best simulation games for Android10 best agricultural simulators for AndroidBurgerPrice: FreeBurger is a simple and free cooking game. The premise is quite simple.
You get an order of burgers and then assemble the ingredients to do it. The goal is to create commands as quickly as possible. The game is rudimentary, but does not include a career mode where you earn money on a daily basis. There are 300 levels, different commands to do, and more. The game is completely free, with no in-app purchases. There are
some ads, but they're not too bad. Burger ShopPrice: Free/$1.99Burger Shop is a more complex version of Burger above. Receive different orders and prepare them as quickly as possible. This game has 160 total levels, a challenging mode, a relaxation mode, 60 food, and eight restaurants. The relaxing mode is actually quite nice if you want to cool down
and waste some time while 80 levels of expert story provides a surprisingly good challenge for players. It won't blow your mind, but it's playing pretty well anyway. NipponicaPrice Canteen: $5.49Niponica Cafeteria is a cooking sim where you run an entire canteen. Players run the entire restaurant, find ingredients, research recipes, and try to make as many
customers happy as possible. This is kairosoft, a master of the mobile simulation genre. The graphics are a bit retro, but it's an excellent game in general. Kairosoft also does sensei Ramen, another excellent cooking game, if you would rather go that route. Both games are premium games without purchases or in-app ads. Cook, Serve, Delicious! Price:
$3.99Cook, Serve, Delicious! is a simple but fun cooking game. NPCs go into your store and order things. You do those things and you make some money. Players aim to do so as soon as possible. Start with a few thousand and a few foods to choose from. From there you play, unlock more food, and earn more money. The ultimate goal is to get cast for an
Iron Cook television show to show off your true skills. The game is but unlocked content and secret content make it much deeper than it looks. The only drawback is the game has not seen an update since 2017 since the time of this writing, so it can not work on the newest versions of Android. Test it before the repayment time runs out. Cooking Mom: Let's
CookPrice: Free to playCooking Mom is one of the best cooking games because it actually allows you to do a little cooking. For example, for example, can slice an onion and sauté it in a pan by dragging your fingers. In addition, you have to cultivate some of your own ingredients. There are some non-cooking mini-games to play along with things like weekly
challenges and various events. The game is free to play with some in-app purchases, but nothing too awful. Read more:Good Pizza, Great PizzaPrice: Free to playGood Pizza, Great Pizza is a lot of people's title to recommend. Play as most restaurant sims. Customers come and give you an order. You make the order, cook it and ship it. Players make
money as they go and must also manage customer morale as they play. The game features 100 unique customers with different commands, various things to upgrade, and a much less stressful general approach to mechanics than most games. It's a free game to play with microtransations, but it doesn't really affect the game at all. Hunt Cook: Catch and
ServePrice: Free to playHunt Cook is a mix of a hunting game and a cooking game. Start by hunting your prey with your trusted dog and various hunting tools. Players then butcher the animals and prepare them for money. This is an interesting take on the whole genre. Most games give you a garden or something for fresh vegetables, but none of them allow
you to hunt animals for meat. The game is divided evenly between hunting and cooking, so it is not the deepest game in both genre, but plays well when combined. Rising Super ChefPrice: Free to playRising Super Chef is a pretty typical cooking game and restaurant sim. It happens to hit most check boxes for a good one. The game is also massive. There
are over 1,000 levels, 200 ingredients, 700 foods, and it is rendered offline. Instead, you will have to deal with some questionable translations and the game becomes a grind fest in subsequent levels. This is one of the ones that you can play passively over a long period of time because there is so much to do. It is, however, a free game to play with some of
these traps, so watch out for that. SpongeBob: Krusty Cook-OffPrice: Free to playSpongeBob: Krusty Cook-Off is the newest cooking game on the list and one of the few good games with famous characters in it. It's a pretty typical restaurant sim, except all the characters are from Bikini Bottom. You grill up various items, including the famous Krabby Patties,
for all your guests and try to earn more as you go. There are various decorations and upgrades to choose from and there are even some customizations. It's a fun game, especially for SpongeBob fans. The only downside is free to play things, but those a lot of people don't seem to be lying. There is a Gordon Ramsay themed cooking game as well, but it is
friendlier to players. Star ChefPrice: Free to playStar Chef is a sim restaurant similar to Cantina Nipponica. You have a large restaurant in the canteen style and you have to make it successful. Update and improve your restaurant as you go with a variety of decorations, and extensions. It gives you the option to grow some of your own food and even add stuff
would be a drive-thru. It's a free game to play and some players think it's a little too aggressive. Otherwise, it plays pretty well. Thanks for reading! Try these too:10 best educational games for kids!10 best virtual pet games for Android! If we missed any great cooking games for Android, tell us about them in the comments. You can also click here to check out
the latest Android apps and game lists! (Pocket-lint) - Great British chefs and Tesco have joined forces to launch a new free app for iPad, iPhone and iPod touch, which is designed to encourage kids to help with Christmas meals. The Cooking with Kids Christmas App features 75 recipes from launch created by some of the UK's best chefs, and another 30
will be added in early December. Each recipe was created to be simple to understand and use, and the entire collection has been curated to ensure that it provides a balance of healthy meals, savory and sweet treats and includes a selection of vegetarian dishes too. These are explained with clear steps, highlighting where children can get involved. There
are also children's videos, with instructions and easy-to-follow techniques. The chefs involved include Marcus Wareing, chef and owner of the Gilbert Scott Hotel, as well as his eponymous two-Michelin-starred restaurant at london's Berkley Hotel. Christmas is a great time to get kids involved in the kitchen because they are excited about the festive period,
Wareing said. This visually inspired app gives children the chance to learn and practice a whole range of skills, as well as providing cooking hours that can be enjoyed by the whole family. Great British Chefs Kids Christmas App is available on iTunes now. Written by Rik Henderson. Glu Mobile has just announced the availability of its latest iPhone (and iPod
touch) game - Cookinig Star. We know what you're thinking - Finally, a game that would appeal to my wife! Why not? All she needs is an iPhone and she's good to go. Basically, the app takes advantage of accelerometer and multi-touch capabilities, which should contribute to the overall game experience. For example, users will have to use these features to
accomplish funny tasks like rotary kebabs, chowder mix, tofu slice, salad mix and more. The manufacturer promises to release regular updates with new game features so you can stay entertained no matter where you are. It seems like a good reason to pay $2.99 at the App Store.source: BusinessWire ABONEAZE YOU TO OUR NEWSLETTER! Newsletter!
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